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SOWING OUT OF “STUCK”
“Stuck” needs no formal definition, but describes
a myriad of life situations and seasons, which stop
any momentum we were experiencing, and can
shut it down indefinitely! “Stuck” goes far beyond
“Recycling” that I dealt with in last month’s newsletter
teaching on “Breaking Recycling.” “Stuck” is
particularly frustrating because it usually sneaks
up on us, slowly stagnating something until little
if anything productive is happening. We ultimately
find ourselves, or our ministry “stuck” between the
proverbial “Rock and a Hard Place.” The hard places
of “stuck” are often between vision and provision,
people and progress, fulfillment or frustration, and
even the life or death of a dream!
Staying “stuck” is like trying to stay afloat and lead
in quicksand! It’s not an option! We have been
“stuck” in personal and ministry situations, and
finally discovered our only option was to “Sow Out
Of Stuck!” At times, we sowed more prayer, fasting,
praise, Word, faith, encouragement, patience, and
direct leadership intervention. God is always faithful
so we’ve seen Him get us out of “stuck” many times,
and get our personal lives and ministry moving
forward again! But at times of great need, we have
learned to “Sow Out Of Stuck” in a very powerful way.
We first learned this “big time” when we were making
a major ministry move from an international ministry
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to pastor a church in another city. The church had
great potential but was “stuck” at a very low point!
We were also “stuck” and couldn’t sell our house, so
we had to rent it to keep from losing it. Four years
later we still had not been able to sell our house. We
were definitely “stuck!” We had sowed in all of the
ways I mentioned above, and for some reason we
were still “stuck!” As we sought the Lord we sensed
strongly the words, “Empty your savings account
and sow it!” It was not a huge account, but it was
huge for us! It was far greater than any seed we
had ever sown, and it was what we were depending
upon to keep our house afloat. It was as if the Spirit
said: “What are you depending upon, that you need
to sow to get out of stuck?” With some faith and
some shaking we sowed it! A house that we could
not sell in four years, sold in just days for more than
we were asking, and 60% more than we had paid for
it just eight years earlier! The church also had great
breakthroughs, growth, and five building programs!
“Sowing Out Of Stuck” is a powerful breakthrough
step that Pastors Ron and Hope, and ourselves,
have seen God use over and over again! If you are
“stuck,” seek God about “Sowing Out Of Stuck!”

– Bishop Paul

Living Waters NEW
Senior Pastor’s Retreat

Redemption School
Of Ministry

As a senior pastor for over 21 years of
the “good, bad, and ugly,” plus over 17
more years ministering to Sr. Pastors
through Redemption Ministerial Fellowship
International, I am passionate about seeing
Sr. Pastors live and minister in a lifestyle
that is healthy and fruitful for them, their
families, and their ministries! Therefore, it is
with great excitement and expectation for
you, that I recommend Living Waters (along
with Pete Sulack, America’s Leading expert
on stress) Senior Pastor’s Retreat.
– Bishop Paul

As many of you are aware, Redemption
School of Ministry is currently in the
planning stages! Our faculty, led by
Bishop Paul Gaehring, are working on the
curriculum for the school, which will be
100% online and based on Pastor Ron’s
kingdom-based teachings. There will be
a two-year program and elective classes
available. Other programs will be added
as RSOM moves forward into the future.
If you are interested in adding your contact
information to our database, please
email us at rmfi@myRedemption.cc.

*For more information please
contact Pastor LaShea Colson,
Living Waters Director of Pastoral Care
at lashea@water24.cc.

COMING IN 2018!

31 Reasons People
Do Not Receive Their
Financial Harvest
By Mike Murdock

“Do You Long To See The Rewards of Seeds
Planted In Your Past? Are you tired of the same
old life… the same old routine… and ready for a
change? In this book you will learn to recognize
the Enemies of Prosperity, how to Sow a Seed
to get amazing results. It is truly an Investment
into your future. Designed specifically to help you
escape the depression of Egypt and experience the
Canaan you were promised. Order Today! The Most
Effective Financial Handbook You Will Ever Own!”
– Amazon

Upcoming Dates
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Bishop Paul – Casa de Dios Rafa /Inman, SC
Labor Day Holiday
Pastor Ron Carpenter – Thunder in the Bay Conference,
Jubilee Christian Center/San Jose, CA – 7:00pm
Bishop Paul – Redemption Mobile/Mobile, AL
RMFI Conference Call

October 2017
5
26

Pastor Ron Carpenter – Main Event Conference,
Omega Center International/Cleveland, TN – 9:30am
RMFI Conference Call

* For event details, please visit RonCarpenter.com
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